
CONCLUSIONS: 1-year of OL-HDF, compared to HF-HD, preserved muscle mass,
increased protein intake and reduced the inflammatory state related to uremia and dial-
ysis, supporting the hypothesis that high convection volume could benefit nutritional
status and prevent protein-energy wasting in HD patients.
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INTRODUCTION AND AIMS: Protein-energy wasting (PEW) is common among
hemodialysis (HD) patients. ISRNM proposed diagnostic criteria for an early identifi-
cation of HD patients at risk of PEW. In Portugal there is no recent data on the preva-
lence of PEW in this population. The aim was to estimate the prevalence of PEW in a
sample of patients from 21 Nephrocare dialysis centers.

METHODS: This was a multicenter cross-sectional study. All patients undergoing HD
for at least 3 months and whose information was available in the European Clinical
Database were eligible. For PEW diagnosis, according to the ISRNM recommendations,
a combination of 3 components was chosen: serum albumin level<3.8g/dl, normalized
Protein Catabolic Rate (nPCR)< 0.8 g/Kg/day and a Body Mass Index (BMI)<23 Kg/
m2. A p< 0.05 was considered significant.

RESULTS: 1502 patients were included, with a median age of 73 years (IQR: 62-80)
and a HD vintage of 48 months (IQR: 24-98). 57.2% were male and 36.4% were dia-
betics. The prevalence of PEW was 2.1% (n¼34). Patients with PEW had a higher
median age (p<0.001) and HD vintage (p¼0.014); 68.8% were female (p¼0.003) and
18.8% were diabetics (p¼0.036). No statistical differences were found regarding the
distribution of PEW across the country (NUTS II classification), neither in the educa-
tional level. A higher prevalence of PEW was seen in the afternoon shifts (p<0.001).
Concerning the laboratory parameters, potassium (p<0.001), phosphorus (p<0.001),
phosphorus-calcium product (p<0.001) and hemoglobin (p¼0.0013) were signifi-
cantly lower in the PEW group. In regard to body composition, lean tissue mass and
body cell mass were lower in these patients (p<0.001). Fat tissue mass was also lower in
this group yet no statistically significant results were observed. Overhydration and Kt/V
were not different between groups. We also found a greater prevalence of PEW in
patients with venous catheter as vascular access (p¼0.030).

CONCLUSIONS: The prevalence of PEW in the Portuguese population studied is rela-
tively low (2.1%) when comparing to data reported in other countries. A poor nutri-
tional status appeared to be associated with older age, HD vintage, gender, shift and
vascular access. Patients diagnosed with PEW, through the combination of three
parameters in the ISRNM recommendations, presented worse laboratory and body
composition parameters.
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INTRODUCTION AND AIMS: The Subjective Global Assessment (SGA) is a widely-
used representative tool to gauge nutritional status in many individuals including dialy-
sis patients. However, SGA results tend not to be consistent when predicting all-cause
mortality. Moreover, there is no study, to our knowledge, on the predictability of SGA
regarding mortality between incident hemodialysis (HD) and prevalent HD patients. .

METHODS: A total of 2,798 dialysis patients were enrolled from Clinical Research
Center for end-stage renal disease (ESRD) between May 2009 and December 2015. The
cohort was divided into two groups: incident HD (n¼1,481) and prevalent HD
(n¼1,317). Moreover, each HD group was stratified into another two groups based on
results from the SGA: ‘Good nutrition (G1)’ and ‘Mild to severe malnutrition (G2).’
Then, Kaplan-Meier (KM) and multivariate Cox proportional regression analyses were
performed to evaluate the association between SGA and mortality in each HD group.
Furthermore, the prevalent HD patients were further classified into ‘short-term’ and
‘long-term’ groups based on median dialysis duration (36.7 months), and multivariate
Cox analyses were conducted. In addition, incident HD patients were divided based on
the presence of diabetes mellitus (DM), age of 65 years or greater, and obesity
(BMI�25 kg/m2), and the relationship between SGA and mortality was further investi-
gated in sub-analyses.

RESULTS: During a median 3.1 years of follow-up period, 590 (21.1%) of the patients
died. The KM survival curve showed that the cumulative survival rate in G1 was signifi-
cantly higher than that in G2 among all patients (P< 0.001) as well as in each group
stratified based on dialysis vintage (P< 0.001). Moreover, multivariate Cox analyses
revealed that G2 was significantly associated with an increase in all-cause mortality
even after adjusting for several covariates (HR; 1.29, 95% CI; 1.08-1.54, P¼ 0.01)

compared with G1 among all patients. Furthermore, G2 was also significantly related to
an increase in all-cause mortality in prevalent HD patients, but not incident HD
patients after adjusting for covariates (HR; 1.35, 95% CI; 1.03-1.78, P¼ 0.03).
However, in short-term prevalent patients (n¼660), but not long-term prevalent
patients (n¼657), G2 was significantly associated with an increase in all-cause mortality
compared to G1, even after adjusting for several covariates (HR; 1.60, 95% CI; 1.08-
2.37, P¼ 0.02). Moreover, there were no significant associations between scores from
the SGA nutritional evaluation and mortality in the sub-analysis among incident HD
patients.

CONCLUSIONS: Nutrition status according to SGA might be helpful for predicting
mortality in HD patients, especially in prevalent HD patients, whereas SGA results
alone do not reflect the adverse clinical outcomes in incident HD patients. Further eval-
uation is needed to determine the discrepancy in association with mortality between
these two HD populations.
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INTRODUCTION AND AIMS: Sarcopenia, loss of muscle mass, is one of the compo-
nents of the protein energy wasting (PEW) and frailty often associated with chronic
kidney disease. The European Working Group on Sarcopenia in Older People
(EWGSOP) proposed a definition of sarcopenia based on three criteria: low muscle
strength, low physical performance and documentation of low muscle mass.The Body
Composition Monitor (BCM Fresenius) is an apparatus, which can analyze the body
composition through multifrequency bioimpedance spectroscopy and yields a lean tis-
sue index (LTI) and a fat tissue index (FTI) expressed in Kg/m2. Both indexes have
been validated using DEXA as the reference method. Normal values, adjusted by age
and sex, have been described for the normal population. Some studies on chronic kid-
ney disease consider anomalous values those below percentile 10 of the normal popula-
tion. Other studies evaluate patients’ clinical evolution according to whether their
indexes are higher or lower than the median value of the involved population.

METHODS: Our objective was to study, in a prevalent hemodialysis population, the rela-
tionship of the BCM-assessed body composition, and especially LTI with standardized tests,
which measure muscle strength through a dynamometer (DS) and physical performance
through the walking speed test (WS) and the standing-and-walking speed test (SWS).
Results were classified as pathological or normal according to standard results published for
these tests. The study included 242 patients; their median age was 64 years, 63.6% of them
were men; 55% of them suffered from diabetes; the mean time in dialysis was 49.4 months.

RESULTS: When the population was split into low LTI or normal LTI groups, accord-
ing to the “normal population’s percentile 10 criterion”, 60.7% of patients presented
low LTI (group A) and 39.3% normal LTI (group B). The percentages of patients with
pathological results, group A vs. group B, in the different tests were: DS 77.6 vs 65.3
p<0.05; WS 42.9 vs 43.2 (n.s.); SWS 57.5 vs. 53.7 (n.s.). When the population was clas-
sified according to the “median-LTI in our population criterion” (group A LTI�11.6;
group B LTI>11.6), the percentages of patients with pathological results, group A vs.
group B, in the different tests were: DS 85 vs 60.7 p<0.001; WS 54.2 vs 32 p<0.001;
SWS 71.4 vs. 41 p<0.001. However, when the median LTI was calculated independently
for each sex and age quartiles, statistical significance was lost, except for SWS: DS 77.6
vs. 67.5 (n.s.); WS 47.2 vs. 38.5 (n.s.); SWS 62.9 vs. 48.7 p<0.05.

CONCLUSIONS: No clear association can be concluded, in the studied dialysis popula-
tion, between low lean tissue index measured with BCM and pathological results in the
used sarcopenia tests for low muscle strength and low physical performance. Further stud-
ies are needed to assess the utility of BCM in the evaluation of sarcopenia-associated
muscle strength decrease.This study was financed in part with a COMLP grant.
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INTRODUCTION AND AIMS: It had been found that dietary AGEs was related to
markers of inflammation and oxidative stress in a population of end stage renal disease
(ESRD) patients undergoing dialysis . This study was to explore the effects of dietary
advanced glycation end products(AGEs) restriction on microinflammation state and
intestinal bacterial flora in maintenance hemodialysis(MHD) patients.

METHODS: Patients were randomized to normal group(n¼10) continuing the same
diet, and intervention group taking a dietary AGE restriction for one month(n¼10).
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